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Marled Undyed Yarn Blend

51% Baby Alpaca, 25% Wool, 24% Organic Pima Cotton

This yarn is a blend of Organic Pima Cotton, Highland Wool and Baby Alpaca, creating a soft spongy feel with a lot of elasticity. All fibers 
used are undyed, and the 3 natural fibers blended together creates the tonal marled affect.

Box Bomber                                      s/m, m/l                                       187 / 430

Our classic Bomber shape updated in a new textural stitch, wood buttons, high rib collar
Crema, Shale



Baby Alpaca Brushed Yarn

100% Baby Alpaca

This yarn is 100% baby alpaca, made warm and soft by its brushed texture, with a lofty and airy quality.

Lattice Turtleneck                            s/m, m/l                                 168 / 386

Oversized turtleneck in a basketweave texture with raw edges, tall rib turtleneck
Oatmeal, Fawn, Onyx



Regenerative Peruvian Alpaca

100% Baby Alpaca

For this new yarn we’ve partnered with a small Peruvian organization who are implementing regenerative farming practices with 
smaller alpaca farmers. They’re also working toward better compensation for their growers. Disrupting the alpaca industry in Peru, this 
organization is focused on healing the land and building thriving agricultural communities.

Lace Rib Crewneck                            s/m, m/l                            200 / 460

Boxy, bulky pullover w wide rib collar and an intricate lace stitch chest, rib edges 
Ecru, Caribou, Charcoal



Rib Wide Leg                               s/m, m/l                                   168 / 386

Wide rib trouser with tighter rib cuffs, elastic waist and side seam pockets
Ecru, Caribou, Charcoal

Rib Panel Pullover                    s/m, m/l                                     172 / 396

Wide all over rib pullover with v neck, side seam vents and center front rib panel
Ecru, Caribou, Charcoal



Knit / Weave Yarns

51% Baby Alpaca, 25% Wool, 24% Organic Pima Cotton

This style is made by knitting a bulky alpaca boucle yarn with a wool yarn. We’ve used a knit / weave technique on a hand-operated 
knitting machine to create the texture. The boucle yarn is more apparent on one side, and it speckles through the wool yarn on the 
other.

Knit / Weave Vest                           s/m, m/l                                 190 / 437

Long reversible vest, crochet waist tie and knit / weave stitch in textured yarn
Praline, Loam



Cloud Yarn

56% Alpaca, 44% Pima Cotton

This yarn feels as soft as a cloud. Lofty, squishy, and with a brushed texture. It’s knit by hand in dimensional, intricate stitches.

Handknit Cloud Cardigan               s/m, m/l                                 320 / 736
A more cropped, fitted version of our Handknit Cardigan this year with a dimensional 
stitch, crochet buttons and a wide rib collar
Ecru, Smoke



Handknit Neckerchief              s/m, m/l                                    120 / 276

Handspun yarn, handknit into an oversized neckerchief
Ecru, Static

Regenerative Handspun Peruvian Alpaca

100% Baby Alpaca

For this new yarn we’ve partnered with a small Peruvian organization who are implementing regenerative farming practices with 
smaller alpaca farmers. They’re also working toward better compensation for their growers.  The alpaca fiber is first hand spun, then 
hand knit through a nonprofit cooperative working to employ craftswomen in rural communities.



Mesh Scarf                                       os                                           76 / 174
100% Baby Alpaca
Oversized shawl or scarf, widens at the middle in an all over mesh stitch
Suede, Midnight

Marled Rib Hat                               os                                             43 / 98
50% Baby Alpaca, 50% Highland Wool
Double layered rib hat in marled tonal yarns. All undyed yarns.
Agate, Smoke

Rib Hat                                             os                                              41 / 94
100% Baby Alpaca Brushed
Double layer wide rib beanie
Oatmeal, Fawn, Indigo, Onyx



Twill Buttondown                                  s/m, m/l                                    
Loose button down with pleated cuff, shirt tail hem and center back seam detail. 
Corozo buttons
Natural  (undyed)                             110 / 254
Indigo (hand dyed with botanical dyes)                                    115 / 264

Twill Trouser                               s/m, m/l                                    
Elastic waist wide / tapered leg pant with center leg seam detail that’s constructed 
into front pockets.
Natural  (undyed)                             120 / 276
Indigo (hand dyed with botanical dyes)                                    125 / 286

Organic, Domestic Cotton Woven Styles

100% Organic Cotton Twill

This cotton is grown in the USA, then woven and sewn in Pennsylvania. We work with a small weaving mill 
dedicated to using natural fibers and no harsh chemicals to create low impact, biodegradable fabrics.

The Natural colorway is undyed. Indigo is dyed with Indigo at a small natural dye house in PA.



Easy Styles

All of our Easy styles are organic cotton cut & sew knits, made fully in the USA from fiber to garment.
We’ve been working for years with a fabric supplier who was a pioneer in domestic organic cotton production. The cotton is grown by 
several farms in Texas. It’s then processed in North Carolina in a facility that uses plant-based alternatives to harsh chemical scours. 
Waste water is recycled in a circular system and the dyes are low impact.
Our mission with the Easy collection is to make staples that are soft, comfortable and made without harsh chemical processing: clean 
for your body and soft on the planet.

We use a variety of weights and textures in this group: a lightweight cotton jersey on our tops, and a slightly heavier weight on our 
bottoms and dresses which is more substantial and less transparent. The French terry is a soft, lightweight sweatshirt material. The Rib 
is a lightweight baby rib.

The Natural colorway is undyed and unbleached.

Natural Fir Black



Easy Sweatshirt                             s  - xl                                         65 / 150          

Boxy crewneck with shoulder gusset, rib cuffs and hem. In fleece.
Natural, Fir, Black

Easy Sweatant                               s  - xl                                             70 / 162          

Elastic waist pant with carrot shaped loose fitting leg, inseam gusset, side seam pockets and raw edge cuffs. In fleece.
Natural, Fir, Black



Sweatshirt Dress                           s  - xl                                          92 / 212          

An oversized version of our Easy Sweatshirt in a mid length dress with shoulder gusset, rib cuffs and hem. In fleece.
Natural, Fir, Black

Rib Neck Sweatshirt                     s  - xl                                           69  / 158          

Oversized sweatshirt with a rib mockneck, cuffs and hem with sideseam vents. In fleece.
Natural, Fir, Black



Scoop Neck Thermal                    s  - xl                                         58 / 134          

Boxy Pullover with U neck, armpit gusset, rib cuffs and curved hem. In heavyweight rib.
Natural, Fir, Black

Easy Legging                                     s  - xl                                       69 / 158          

Elastic waist legging with more of a straight leg fit, raw edge hem. In heavyweight rib.
Natural, Fir, Black



Moss Cardigan                           s/m, m/l                                   212 / 488
Raglan sleeve, oversized cardigan with rib edges and a textured stitch. 
Corozo buttons.
Ecru, Earth, Charcoal

HOLIDAY DELIVERY 11/1 - 11/20

Climate Beneficial, Bio Regional, Undyed Wool / Alpaca  

50% Alpaca, 50% Wool

This yarn is made using a blend of undid wool and alpaca, sourced from producers in the U.S. Each farm’s practices are focused on 
improving soil health in order to maximize the drawdown of carbon from the atmosphere. They’re certified as Climate Beneficial by 
Fibershed - the gold standard nonprofit supporting the growth of regional fiber systems. Their mission is to enhance biodiversity by 
providing habitats for pollinators, birds and other species, improve the water-holding capacity of soil, and restore healthy ecosystems.           
The yarn is farmed, spun and knit regionally in NY. All of the yarns used on this project are undyed, the fibers are minimally processed, 
without chemical whiteners. The color of the sweater will change slightly each year because it is the same color that came right off the 
sheep’s back. Part of the beauty of the garment is this evolution of color.



Lace Open Vest                         s/m, m/l                                     139 / 320
Funnel neck pullover vest with open side seams in an intricate lace / rib stitch. 
Light lettuce edge on collar and hem due to stitch detail.
Ecru, Earth, Charcoal



wolhide.com     @wolhide

Delivery 9/1 - 9/31

$1,500 Minimum Order
3 pcs / color / style minimum

30% deposit due when order is confirmed
Balance due at shipping

Orders Close 3/3/23

Product returns or swaps are not accepted. If there’s a damaged piece, we’re happy to replace it but ask that you reiview your products in 
a timely manner for any necessary issues.

We reserve the right to cancel any orders if the deposit is not made by the deadline given.

SALES  ADA  ada@alltheyoungladies.com

BRAND  LEAH  leah@wolhide.com

TERMS

We work with two knitting factories in Peru. One is a small family run factory with a dedication to quality in their 
machine work and hand finishing work.

The second is a certified Fair Trade, woman owned company who works with small ,  skil led workshops and focuses on hand 
crafted textiles.

Our domestic sweaters are made with domestic yarn and knit at a small factory in NYC.

Cut & Sew Easy & woven styles are made in the USA from fiber to garment with Organic Cotton. These are sewn at a small 
family run factory in PA. 

PRODUCTION


